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D.o. exo religion

If you don't want to know, don't read. Okay, so I know some of you really don't want to know their religion, I've been through it. It shuts me off for a while, but now that I'm really in the study of religion, I think it's easier for me to accept (?). All this search began when I was making my favorite Gifs blog/Soho pictures and I
saw a question about their religion. I then remember that my friend and I had been wondering about their religions and I was just really curious about what they are. I don't mean to get into their personal lives, I'm just a person who's very interested in belief and psychology systems. Disclaimer: Most of these answers are
authored by fans/in comments from a post, opposed by the fan writer. As there were some who had numerous opinions of different religions, I tried with one that was most commented on. Click here to see other groupsSo, here you go; EXO's Religion.Source one answers are :large_blue_circle: Source two answers are
:red_circle: Source three answers are :black_circle: Xiumin: :large_blue_circle: Christian :red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianLuhan: :large_blue_circle: Roman :red_circle:black_circle: Catholic Kris: :large_blue_circle: The list says Christian, a fan said Roman Catholic :red_circle: Christian :black_circle:
ChristianLay: :large_blue_circle: Roman Catholic :red_circle: Catholic :black_circle: CatholicSuho: :large_blue_circle: fans arern between Atheist and Buddhist (apparently he said he's both?) :red_circle: Torn between Between Christian and Buddhist, Fans are still torn against the atheity and Buddhist :black_circle:
ChristianNOTE: Fans claim that since Soho declared his religion in a show that is English submarine, the one who created the subtitle wrote an atheity instead of Buddhist but I've seen a gif set of him speaking of his religion so I personally believe he's Buddhist.Baekhyun: :large_blue_circle: Christian :red_circle:
Christian :black_circle: ChristianChen: :large_blue_circle: Christian :red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianChanyeol : :large_blue_circle large_blue_circle: Christian :red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianKyungsoo: :large_blue_circle: Christian :red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianTao: :large_blue_circle:
Roman Catholic :red_circle: Catholic :black_circle: Kai Catholic: :large_blue_circle: List says Christian, a fan says he (and TaeMin) is Catholic :red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianSehun: :large_blue_circle Red_circle: Christian :black_circle: ChristianEdit:Another fan posted this gif (the I didn't see) on my FGPO
Suho blogIf you want me to do another band, comment down below is not official. These are just Kristiansand rumors: Xiumin (Kim Minseok)Kris (Wu Yi Fan)Baekhyun (Byun Baekhyun)Chen (Kim Jongdae)Chanyeol (Park Chanyeol)Sehun (Oh Sehun)D.O (Ky Doungsoo)Kai (Kim Jongdae)Chanyeol (Park
Chanyeol)Sehun (Oh Sehun)D.O (Ky Doungsoo)Kai (Kim Kim (Lu Han) Lai (Zhang Yxing)Tao (Huang Zeitau)Buddhist: People say Lohan, Lai, Tao, Xi'man and Baekhion irrational, Kai and Chen are Catholics. CreditI is not 100% sure because I am not personally close to them. Also, I'm not a Sasang fan so I don't know
their religion. Don't allkpop.com on these people, but SM Entertainment has produced a lot of big groups (both male and female) that most people are already familiar with. Most SMS Entertainment groups are well received by the public, thus gaining mainstream popularity later. And one of the most successful sms
groups is EXO Entertainment. Initially, the EXO came with 12 members; however, three of them had to leave because of some conditions. EXO first appeared with a single titled MAMA on April 18, 2012. Let's check out the profile of exo members and the facts below! Might you like to check exo's current net worth? Full
profile of EXO leader Soho allkpop.com Real Name: Kim Junmion (김준면) Stage Name: Soho (수호) Alias: Birth of Soho Grandfather: May 22, 1991 Zodiac Sign: Nationality Jam Jenai: Korean Religion: Buddhist Blood Type: AB Weight: 57kg Training: Kyung-hee Cyber University, Culture and Arts Business Position
Section: Leader, Lead Superpower Reader: Sub-Unit Water: EXO-K Full Specifications of Bunny EXO Xiumin soompi.com Name: Kim Minseok (김민석) Stage Name: Xiumin (시우민) Alias: Baozi, Steamed Bun Birth: March 23rd, 1990 Zodiac Sign: Nationality of Purgatory: Korean Blood Type: Weight B: 60kg Height: 173
cm Religion: Teaching Atheism: Housseo University Family: Father, Mother, A Younger Sister Kim Mikiong (김민경) Position : Sub-vocals, sub-rapper superpower: Subgroup Frost / Sub-Unit: EXO-M, EXO-CBX Full Specification Unicorn EXO Lai allkpop.com Real Name : Jang Yixing (장이씽/张艺兴) Stage Name: Lay (레
이) Nickname: Xingxing, JPG Lay Birthday: October 7th, 1991 Zodiac Sign: Libra Nationality: Chinese Blood Type: A Height: 176cm Weight: 60 kg Religion: Roman Catholic Education: High School attached to Hunan Normal University Family: Grandparents and parents Position: Sub-vocalist, Main Superpower Dancer:
Sub-Unit Treatment: EXO-M Instagram: @zyxzjs Weibo: weibo.com/u/2706896955 Find out more details about EXO's Lively: Profile, Solo Activities, Latest News, etc. Full Profile Comic Member EXO Baekhyun allkpop.com Real Name: Beavon Baekhyun (변백현) Stage Name: Baekhyun (백현) Alias: Bacon, Baeky,
Beagle's Birthday: May 6, 1992 Zodiac Sign: Nationality of Taurus: Korean Blood Type: O Height: 174 cm Weight: 65kg Religion: Teaching Atheism: Kyung-hee Cyber University, Culture and Arts Family Business Group: Parents, An Older Brother Named Beavon Baykbum (변백범) Position: Superpower Main Vocalist:
Subgroup Style/Sub-Unit: EXO-K, EXO-CBX Instagram: @baekhyunee_exo From EXO's bubbly gagman Chen soompi.com real name: Kim Jongdae (김종대) Stage name: Chen (첸) Alias: Chen, Chenking Car Birth: September 21, 1992 Zodiac Sign: Virgo Nationality: Korean Blood Type: B Height: 173cm Weight: 60kg
Religion: Roman Catholic Education: Hanseau University, Family Practical Music Group: Parents, One Older Brother Named Kim Jongduk (김종덕) Position: Lead Superpower Singer: Thunder Subgroup / Sub-Unit: EXO-M, EXO-CBX, Position: Lead Superpower Singer: Thunder Subgroup / Sub-Unit: EXO-M, EXO-CBX,
SM Balad Fanpage: chenuniv.net More info about Chen EXO becomes sm's second artist for marriage Page 2 soompi.com chenuniv.net Real Name: Park Chanyeol Stage Name: Chanyeol Nickname: Happy Virus Birthday: November 27th, 1992 Zodiac Sign: Sagittarius Nationality: Korean Blood Type: A Height: 185cm
Weight: 69 kg Religion: Christian Education : Kyung Hee Cyber University , Culture and Arts Business Department Family: Parents, One older sister named Park Yura (박유라) Position: Main rapper, superpower sub-vocalist: Flame Subgroup/Subunit: EXO-K Instagram: @real_pcy Ameblo: ameblo.jp/realpcyab Full profile
of EXO's No.1 actor D.O soompi.com Real Name: Do Kyungsoo Stage Name: D.O Nickname: Dostrake Birthday: January 12th, 1993 Zodiac Sign: Serious Nationality: Korean Blood Type: Height: 173 cm Weight: 51kg Religion: Christian Education: Baeksuk High School Family: Parents, An Older Brother Named Do
Seungoo (도승수) Position: Lead Singer Superpower: Subgroup Earth/Sub-Ally: EXO-K Full Profile of The Charismatic Dance Machine EXO Kai allkpop.com Real Name: Kim Jongin Stage Name: Kai Alias: Kkamjong, Nini Birthday: January 14, 1994 Zodiac Sign :Capricorn Nationality: Korean Blood Type: Height: 181 cm
Weight: 63kg Religion: Christian Education: Seoul Family Performing Arts School: Parents, 2 Older Sisters Position: Main Dancer, Sub-Songwriter, Center, Visual Superpower: Subgroup Of Durberry/ Sub-Unit: EXO-K Full Profile of EXO's maknae Sehun allkpop.com Real Name: Oh Sehun Stage Name: Sehun Alias:
Baby Oppa, Birth of Sanstein: April 12, 1994 Zodiac Sign: Nationality Brace: Korean Blood Type: O Height: 183 cm Weight: 64 kg Religion: Christian Education: Seoul Family Performing Arts School: Parents and an Older Brother Position: Maknae, lead dancer, sub-rapper Superpower: Wind Subgroup/Subunit: EXO-K
Instagram: @oohsehun EXO's members's zodiac signs dkpopnews.net Astrology might not always decide someone's future nor the ending of their relationship; However, it's actually fascinating to find things about the zodiac sign someone is identifying with their personality. What is significantly more attractive is if it
includes your favorite K-Pop idols. And we're pretty sure you're incredibly curious to find out about the zodiac symptoms of EXO members. You can always do your research on the compatibility section, but we're here to make it easier for you Figure out the zodiac sign of each member. In this way, in this section we will
learn more about the zodiac symptoms of EXO members and find out if any of them are compatible with you. So, without more Adoy, let's check this out. Suho: Gemini Xiumin: Aries Lay: Libra Baekhyun: Taurus Chen: Virgo Chanyeol: Sagittarius D.O: Capricorn Kai: Capricorn Sehun: Aries So, who is your bias in EXO?
What's the zodiac sign? Did you do some research on the zodiac sign? Does he identify himself with his zodiac sign based on how he operates in front of the camera? Given what the zodiac sign is, are you compatible enough with it? Voice your emotions in the comment section down the bottom as we'd know about it.
Age of EXO members: From the oldest to the youngest elitedaily.com we have EXO members from the oldest to the youngest list and include their respective ages. The age we are going to write is based on international measurement. Koreans have their own measurements when it comes to age counting. However, it
may be confusing for the vast majority of people. So, until now, we're sticking to the international age. Without further ado, if you want to know more about the age of EXO members, here is a list of EXO members from oldest to youngest. Xiumin: Born March 3, 1990 (age 30) Soho: Born May 22, 1991 (age 29) Lay: Born
October 7, 1991 (age 28) Baekhyun: Born May 6, 1992 (age 28) Chen: born September 21, 1992 (28 years old) Chen: born September 21, 1992 (28 years old) Chanyeol: Born November 27, 1992 (age 27) D.O: Born January 12, 1993 (age 27) Kai: Born on January 14, 1994 (age 26) Sione: Born on April 11, 1994 (age
26) What do you think about this? Do they look much younger than their actual age? If, yes, then it has to be genetics. Or it could be that they eat healthy and work daily. It is common knowledge that Korean people are a health conscious bunch. Read more about EXO Members' True Heights, here! Exo members'
characters kpopmap.com you already notice zodiac symptoms and their age. Now, let's keep on with their characters. Who is the most troubled among them? And who's most likely to be Kerry's baby among them? Well, let's find out. Xiumin: He's sure about the things he knows he's good at. He is also the best at aegyo,
though he seems humiliated by it sometimes. He is really calm, diligent, determined and enthusiastic. Soho: He is incredibly cautious about his actions so as not to influence members of his group and to care about every single person in his group. In all of this, he makes a good leader. Lying down: He is energetic,
tireless and diligent to the extent of passing a few times that he never seems to think about it. hes very honest and smart , too . He has a strong sense of certain responsibilities. Baykhion: He knows how Joke and help style off the mood. He also knows how to read the situation well and has the capacity to say the perfect
thing in full time. Chen: He is very honest and consistent with his feelings. He understands what works for him and what he doesn't do and is clear about his passion. Chanol: In contrast to his long appearance, he is actually very innocent and adorable. He has many interests and abilities and likes to work things alone
versus following a specific guide. D.O: He is timus and awkward and yet has this amazing vibrant side to make him like playing with exotic toys or going around and ruining everything with a straight face. Kai: His onstage and offstage characters are very different. He looks cool and intimidating when he's running. Once
offstage, however, he is a shy person who can hardly express himself. SS: When he's with strangers or people he doesn't know much yet, he's extremely quiet. However, he knows how to be with people easily and quite oddly people. EXO Formation lead singer SM Entertainment all EXO members have the ability to
songwriting. However, there is a certain formation in the group that speaks of singing. At the bottom, we have listed the formation of the lead singer or lead singer, lead singer, and sub-vocals at EXO. So, look at this. Soho (lead singer): Aside from calming and smooth singing, he is also known as the band's visual.
Xiumin (under the vocals): He trained under SM Entertainment for a very long time before appearing as a member of exo. Baekhiun (original vocalist): He is one of exo's main vocals and he trained under SMS Entertainment for a year before playing his first game. Chen (lead singer): She had trained as the band's lead
singer about a year before her debut. Chanul (by-singer): He trained for about four years and was the last member to be presented as an EXO member. D.O(lead singer): At numerous events, he has shown his remarkable vocal abilities and gained the hearts of many music enthusiasts. Lai (under the vocals): He's the
only Chinese member still left because of his program in China, he hasn't advertised with the group since the Ko Ko Bop era. Kai (subreader): Aside from being a subreader, he is also known for his dance abilities. Besides that, there's the EXO center. Chinese exo sm entertainment members originally had four Chinese
members during their first game. However, three of them left because of contractual disputes and are currently focusing on their respective jobs in China. In this section, we will learn more about Chinese EXO members, whether current or former members. Lie down: As of now, the only Chinese member left is Lai.
However, he is now focusing on his individual activities due to tensions between South Korea and CA: After leaving EXO with the solo artist, Chris increased the game and is now known as Chris Wu in the U.S. and/or Wu Yifan in China. Lohan: Lohan is also known as a solo artist, though she is currently more focused on
acting in the Chinese media. Tao: Tao is currently handling his agency L.TAO Entertainment in China and has been active as a solo artist and jury at one of China's survival shows. More info about want to know more about exo lay activities in China? The profiles of former EXO EXO members were first displayed with 12
members. However, due to some circumstances, there are currently only 9 members left. There were four Chinese members, but lai is now the only Chinese member of the group. However, most EXO-Ls (the name EXO fandom) still support the 3 people who left the group. Why don't we check them out? Let's see their
description! Full description soompi.com name: Wu Yifan (우이판) (吴亦凡) Stage name: Chris Wu (크리스 우) Alias: Duizhang, Benbon Birth: November 6, 1990 Zodiac Sign: Nationality of Scorpion: Chinese-Canadian Blood Type: O Height: 186.6 cm Weight: 73kg Religion: Christian Education: Sir Winston Churchill
Middle School Family: Mother Position: EXO-M Leader, Lead Superpower Rapper: Sub-Group Flight / Sub-Unit : EXO - M Instagram : @galaxy_fanfan Find out more about Chris' career Wu after he left EXO Full Profile Lohan allkpop.com Real Name: Lohan (루한) (⿅晗) Stage Name: Lohan (루한) Alias: Shaolu, Lulu,
Birth of the Deer: 20 April 1990 Zodiac Sign: Nationality of Taurus: Chinese Blood Type: O Height: 178 cm Weight: 52 kg Religion : Roman Catholic Family: Parent position: Lead singer, band face , lead dancer Superpower: Telekinesis Subgroup/Subunit: EXO-M Instagram: @7_luhan_m Full profile of Tao tayvan-
drama.com Real Name: Huang Zitao (황쯔타오 ⻩⼦韬) Stage Name: Tao (타오) Nickname: Kung Fu Panda, Gucci Man's Birth: May 2, 1993 Zodiac Sign: Nationality of Taurus: Chinese Height: 183 cm Weight: 68kg Religion: Roman Catholic Blood Type: AB Family: Parent Position: EXO-M maknae, Lead Superpower
Rapper: Sub-Group Time Control / Sub-Unit : EXO - M Instagram : @hztttao you might want to check out former EXO member Z.Tao: his activities in China and rumored EXO girlfriend fun facts although Xiumin seems cute, in fact he is the oldest, cleanest, and strongest exo member (according to what Chanyeol said).
EXO members don't find Soho pranks funny, they think they're weird and embarrassing. The Exo-CBX is a 2016 EXO subdimine made up of Chen, Baykhion, and Xiumin. Their first song is titled Hey Mom! Lai is slow to react to pranks and has a 4-D personality. Chen has been known as the troll of the band since he
likes to joke on his members. If Soho is an EXO father, then Dee is her mother since she really likes to cook. Tao's A career in martial arts because he has been learning and practicing martial arts since he was 8 years old. Baykhion had an affair with Tyon SNSD, but on September 15, 2015, the two revealed that they
had fallen apart. Fans sometimes call Sehon Sebauti a term for his butt. The fandom name is EXO-L, meaning EXO-Love and also because there is L between K and M. Although Chanol's position in EXO is the original rapper, he can actually sing very well! The EXO Beagle line includes Baykhion, Chen, Chanyol. Kai



really loves puppies and he has 3 dogs! Exo members' popularity ratings liputan6.com first appeared on April 8, 2012 with their first single, MAMA. The group began with 12 members of Kai, Chanyol, D.O., Suhoun, Shivman, Baekhion, Soho, Lai, Chen, Lohan, Chris and Tao. However Lohan, Chris and Tao have left exo.
Lohan and Chris left because of contractual disputes. Meanwhile, the Tao left due to severe injuries. However, EXO is still very popular as a full group. But, do you want to know the popularity of each member? Let's check it out! According to the exclusive edition of W Korea magazine with EXO members selling individual
coverage: Baekhyun Sehun Xiumin Chen Chanyeol D.O Suho Kai Lai written above the facts we can give you. If you want to become more familiar with EXO as a group, you can watch EXO Showtime, Happy Camp, Weekly Idle, Exo Neighbor, and other reality shows. EXO is attractive enough as a whole band, but each
member has its own individual charms and is able to attract new fans every now and then. If you still don't know exo well, then you can tell us which member you think is cute and want to become familiar with. Let's continue to support and love them all because, as they say every time they say, We are one!
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